Diet and hormonal manipulation reveal cryptic genetic variation: implications for the evolution of novel feeding strategies
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When experiencing resource competition or abrupt environmental change, animals often must transition rapidly from an ancestral diet to a novel, derived diet. Yet, little is known about the proximate mechanisms that mediate such rapid evolutionary transitions. Here, we investigated the role of diet-induced, cryptic genetic variation in facilitating the evolution of novel resource-use traits that are associated with a new feeding strategy—carnivory—in tadpoles of spadefoot toads (genus Spea). We specifically asked whether such variation in trophic morphology and fitness is present in Scaphiopus couchii, a species that serves as a proxy for ancestral Spea. We also asked whether corticosterone, a vertebrate hormone produced in response to environmental signals, mediates the expression of this variation. Specifically, we compared broad-sense heritabilities of tadpoles fed different diets or treated with exogenous corticosterone, and found that novel diets can expose cryptic genetic variation to selection, and that diet-induced hormones may play a role in revealing this variation. Our results therefore suggest that cryptic genetic variation may have enabled the evolutionary transition to carnivory in Spea tadpoles, and that such variation might generally facilitate rapid evolutionary transitions to novel diets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origins of novel, complex traits is a central goal of evolutionary biology (West-Eberhard 2003). Of special interest are novel traits associated with resource use, which may be particularly important because many of life’s most spectacular bouts of diversification are characterized by the appearance of new resource-use traits (Schluter 2000). Indeed, studies of invasive species suggest that transitions in resource use may occur rapidly (Carroll et al. 1998; Phillips & Shine 2004). Yet, the proximate mechanisms that generate such new traits are poorly understood.

Here, we explore the proximate mechanisms that facilitate the evolution of resource-use traits by considering the role of ‘cryptic’ genetic variation (sensu Gibson & Dworkin 2004; Schlichting 2008) in fuelling evolutionary shifts in resource use. Cryptic genetic variation is genetic variation that is revealed phenotypically under certain circumstances, such as when a population is exposed to a novel diet. Although such variation is not inherently adaptive, it might, by chance, be adaptive for consuming the novel resource. If so, it can mediate phenotypic shifts through genetic accommodation (sensu West-Eberhard 2003), in which selection modifies the expression and functionality of a trait that was initially environmentally induced. This process, acting on cryptic genetic variation, could provide a general explanation for how populations adapt to novel diets (figure 1).

Adaptive evolution produced by genetic accommodation has the potential to occur more rapidly than that initiated by novel genetic mutations (West-Eberhard 2003). Given that the rate of adaptive evolution is determined by the frequency of beneficial mutations in a population (Fisher 1930), selection can immediately act on cryptic genetic variation, whereas the generation of novel genetic variation is limited by the mutational rate and population size. In addition, novel mutations initially occur in only one individual, whereas cryptic genetic variation may be exposed in several experiencing the same environmental conditions, and may therefore exist at a relatively high initial frequency. Indeed, these are the same reasons that visible standing genetic variation produces adaptive change more rapidly than novel mutations (Barrett & Schluter 2008). However, visible genetic variation is constantly curtailed by selection, whereas cryptic genetic variation is buffered, allowing it to accumulate.

Although cryptic genetic variation in traits associated with the ability to consume and assimilate novel food items could promote rapid dietary transitions, few empirical studies have evaluated the plausibility of this model for the evolution of novel resource-use traits (Ghalambor et al. 2007; Moczek 2007).

To test this model empirically, the expression of cryptic genetic variation must be measured in populations experiencing novel conditions. These measures should be made in a phylogenetic context to determine whether a given trait arose through pre-existing genotypic variation as...
opposed to novel mutation (Hall 2001). Unfortunately, appropriate substitutes for ancestral populations of taxa with derived feeding strategies are rarely available (but see Parsons & Robinson 2006; Wund et al. 2008). An alternative approach is to study a species that is closely related to the species with the derived feeding strategy, but which has retained the ancestral feeding strategy (Aubret et al. 2007). Finding cryptic genetic variation present in such a species would indicate that cryptic genetic variation might have been present in the ancestral population and may therefore have facilitated the evolution of novel resource-use traits.

We undertook this approach with spadefoot toads. As we describe in detail below, some species of spadefoot toads have evolved a novel larval feeding strategy: in addition to the ancestral larval diet of plants and detritus, they also feed on live animal prey (Bragg 1965). We investigated the mechanisms underlying this dietary transition by measuring cryptic genetic variation in resource-use traits in a species that is ancestral (with respect to feeding strategy) to the clade that has evolved carnivory. This species, therefore, served as a model for the ancestral lineage that first encountered and consumed the novel resource.

In addition to determining whether the ancestral lineage probably harboured cryptic genetic variation that enabled the transition to carnivory, we also sought to investigate the physiological mechanisms that might have revealed this variation to selection. We specifically investigated the role of a single hormone, corticosterone. Hormones such as corticosterone are good candidates for mediating the expression of genetic variation for at least three reasons. First, hormones are a vital link between environmental change and an organism’s morphological and physiological response (Pigliucci 2001; Dufty et al. 2002). Second, hormonally regulated loci are known to possess selectable variation within populations (Suzuki & Nijhout 2006). Third, because many hormones are produced in response to environmental change, they could potentially unmask cryptic genetic variation when it is most needed. Given the concurrent release of cryptic genetic variation and hormones in response to novel environments, it seems likely that hidden variation might be exposed as a result of environmentally induced hormones. Indeed, the results of our analyses suggest that cryptic genetic variation, mediated by an environmentally responsive hormone, may play a substantial role in the rapid evolution of novel feeding strategies.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study system and specific predictions

We used Couch’s spadefoot, Scaphiopus couchii, as a model for the ancestral phenotype of the facultatively carnivorous genus Spea. Larvae of most anuran species, including Sc. couchii, feed exclusively on minute organic material (Altig et al. 2007; Ledón-Rettig et al. 2008). In contrast, Spea larvae that develop in the presence of anostracan fairy shrimp often depart from this typical diet and begin to specialize on large animal prey: shrimp and other tadpoles (Pfennig & Murphy 2000, 2002). This diet-induced plasticity is accompanied by several derived traits. In contrast to the long, coiled gut of most anuran larvae, Spea that specialize on invertebrates and tadpoles develop a short, relatively uncoiled gut, which is adaptive for assimilating large particles of a high-quality diet (Barton & Houston 1993; Hume 2005). Carnivorous Spea also develop disproportionately large jaw muscles that help them capture and ingest large prey (Martin & Pfennig 2009). Lastly, unlike Sc. couchii, members of Spea can thrive on and extract nutrients from a shrimp diet, as measured by growth and gut cellular proliferation (Ledón-Rettig et al. 2008, 2009).

Spea very likely evolved from an ancestral population that was similar to Sc. couchii with respect to resource acquisition, as supported by an ancestral character state reconstruction.
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To induce breeding, male and female adults were injected with 0.07 ml human luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (Sigma L-7134) and left for 8 h in nursery tanks. After hatching (3 days after breeding), larvae from each sibship were distributed among 12 × 16 × 8 cm³ plastic boxes filled with 800 ml dechlorinated tap water. For the fitness and morphology aspect of this study, each sibship was subject to a diet or hormone treatment, and each treatment was represented by nine replicate boxes of five tadpoles. Three additional replicate boxes of each family × hormone/diet treatment, each containing five tadpoles, were included for the purpose of determining how family and experimental treatment influenced endogenous CORT levels. All replicates were randomized and interspersed on racks in the same room maintained at 26 °C and on a 14 L:10 D light cycle. Four days after breeding, larvae were fed brine shrimp nauplii, ground fish food (hereafter, detritus) or detritus plus exogenous CORT. Brine shrimp resemble the fairy shrimp that Spea (the genus with the carnivorous feeding strategy) feed on in nature, whereas ground fish food resembles detritus (the native diet of Sc. couchii) in form and nutrition. An amount of 200 μl of 1 mM exogenous CORT (Sigma C2505) was added to the appropriate replicates for a final concentration of 250 nM CORT. This concentration has physiological effects on growth, and mifepristone (a glucocorticoid receptor antagonist) reverses these effects, suggesting that exogenous and endogenous CORT have comparable physiological actions (Ledón-Rettig et al. 2009). Tadpoles in the shrimp treatment were switched from nauplii to adult shrimp 4 days after hatching, simulating the natural development of this resource. On the same day, the exogenous CORT was replenished. Eight days after hatching, tadpoles were sampled for fitness and morphology, or for CORT analysis. Tadpoles sampled for fitness and morphology were euthanized with tricaine methosulphonate (MS 222) and fixed in formalin. Tadpoles sampled for CORT analysis were individually transferred to 12 × 75 mm Falcon tubes, rapidly frozen by immersion in an ethanol and dry ice slurry and transferred to a −80 °C freezer.
The developmental stage of tadpoles was determined using Gosner staging (Gosner 1960). Remaining traits of interest were measured with NIH Image J (Rasband 1997–2006) on photographs captured with a Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) DFC480 R2 Camera. Separate images were taken for snout–vent length (SVL) (ventral, magnification $\times 1.25$), GL (dissected and uncoiled $\times 0.71$) and orbithyoidous muscle (OH) (lateral $\times 3.2$).

(e) CORT extraction and radioimmunoassay

Weight was recorded for tadpoles before they were transferred to glass tubes for radioimmunoassay (RIA). CORT was extracted from whole tadpoles following the method of Denver (1998) with modifications. Briefly, total lipids were extracted by homogenizing each tadpole in 2 ml ethyl acetate. Samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was reduced by rapid evaporation. All samples were spiked with 3.5 K cpm tritiated CORT ($[^{3}H]CORT$, Perkin-Elmer) to allow for identification of CORT migration on silica thin-layer chromatography plates (JT Baker Si250F) exposed (twice) to a toluene: cyclohexane (1:1) solvent system, followed by a chloroform: methanol (9:1) system. We located the CORT migration distance by scraping silica in 1 cm increments from two extra samples on the ends of the plate and determining the radioactive peak using a Beckman LS6500 scintillation counter. We then scraped the region of silica containing CORT for each sample, extracted the total lipids from silica with 5 ml anhydrous ether and dried samples under nitrogen (repeated to improve efficiency). Each sample was resuspended in 0.5 ml 0.2 M phosphate-buffered saline with 1 per cent gelatin, and a 0.4 ml aliquot of this resuspension was used for RIA. In addition to our experimental samples, two aliquots from a single homogeneous rat plasma sample were subjected to the same extraction procedure and were included in each RIA run for the purpose of calculating the coefficients of variation (CVs) within and between assays. Intra- and inter-assay CVs were 8.7 and 15.4 per cent, respectively. The assay's range of detection was 30–4000 pg CORT per sample. We included samples from each diet and family on each TLC plate and in each RIA.

(d) Statistical analysis: main effects of diet and hormone regime

The effects of diet and exogenous CORT on fitness, morphology and endogenous CORT were determined using linear mixed models with package lme4 of the R Statistical Language, which is designed to model hierarchical, random variation (Baayen et al. 2008). Model parameters were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). Response variables included SVL, Gosner stage (GS), GL, OH width and endogenous CORT (ng g$^{-1}$ body weight).

All parameters except GS were natural log-transformed to reduce skewedness and increase normality. GS is an ordinal variable (discrete with a natural order), and may behave inappropriately in linear models. However, estimates of fixed and random effects for GS obtained using a Bayesian MCMC generalized linear mixed model approach (package MCMCglmm in R; Hadfield 2009), which can accommodate ordinal response variables, were nearly identical to those obtained when GS was treated as a continuous variable in a linear mixed model. Thus, only REML estimates are reported here.

For morphological and fitness traits, the effect of treatment (detritus, shrimp and detritus plus exogenous CORT) on each response variable was determined with models where the fixed effect was treatment and the random effects were family, the family by treatment interaction and replicate. In models where the response variable was a morphological trait (GL and OH), size (SVL) was included as a fixed covariate. In a similar model with endogenous CORT as the response variable, the fixed effect was treatment and the random effects were family, the family by treatment interaction and assay. To determine treatment effects in each model, we used a Tukey’s test from the R package multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2008), which is designed to execute multiple comparisons in linear mixed models.

(e) Statistical analysis: cryptic genetic variation

We employed two methods of quantifying environment-specific genetic variation. First, we measured each trait’s environment specific heritability, which is the proportion of phenotypic variation owing to underlying genetic variation (Falconer & Mackay 1996). Genetic variances of fitness and morphological traits within treatments were calculated with linear mixed models including family and replicate as random effects. Genetic variances of endogenous CORT were calculated with models including family and assay as random effects. For each within treatment model, only data pertaining to the respective treatment was used. In models where the response variable was a morphological trait (GL and OH), size (SVL) was included as a fixed covariate. All parameters except GS were natural log-transformed to reduce skewedness and increase normality. To estimate heritabilities, we followed the protocols of Roff (1997) for a full sibship design,

$$H^2 = \frac{2V_{AF}}{V_{AF} + V_{AR} + V_{WR}}$$

where $H^2$ is broad-sense heritability, $V_{AF}$ is the variance among families, $V_{AR}$ is the variance among replicates and $V_{WR}$ is the variance within replicates. Significant differences among heritabilities were determined using 500 replicates of non-parametric bootstrapping on the entire statistic. For comparing within-treatment heritabilities, only families represented in both treatments were used (comparisons between detritus- and shrimp-fed tadpoles involved nine families, whereas comparisons between detritus-fed and CORT-exposed tadpoles involved seven families because two families responded to the CORT treatment with excessive mortality).

Second, for accurate comparisons of genetic variation among treatments, and for comparisons with other datasets, we calculated CVs. The CV is a useful measure of variation when two groups differ in their means because, in many cases, the variation of a population measure will increase with its mean (Sokal & Rohlf 1995). Notably, it is independent of environmental variance that might influence heritability estimates (Houle 1992; Charmantier & Garant 2005). Typically, coefficients of additive genetic variation are typically measured. However, because we used a full sibship design, where additive, dominant and maternal effects are indistinguishable, we will refer to our metric as the coefficient of family variation, $CV_{AF}$

$$CV_{AF} = \frac{\sqrt{V_{AF}}}{\bar{X}} \times 100.$$
Q1 negative means produce CVs that are meaningless (Houle 1992). Confidence intervals for estimates of CV_{gt} were created using non-parametric bootstrapping with 500 replicates.

3. RESULTS

(a) Main effects of diet and hormone regime

Overall, tadpoles fed shrimp or exposed to exogenous CORT grew significantly less and developed significantly slower than tadpoles fed detritus (for all comparisons, Tukey’s test, \( p < 0.0001 \), electronic supplementary material, appendix S3 and figure 2). Tadpoles fed shrimp had significantly shorter guts than tadpoles fed detritus after correcting for overall size (\( p < 0.0001 \)). In contrast, tadpoles exposed to CORT exhibited relatively long guts (\( p = 0.019 \)). Compared with detritus-fed tadpoles, shrimp-fed and CORT-exposed tadpoles developed relatively small jaw muscles, although this difference was only significant for tadpoles treated with CORT (\( p = 0.0008 \)). Tadpoles fed shrimp or exposed to CORT exhibited significantly higher levels of endogenous CORT than those fed detritus (for both, \( p < 0.0001 \)), but were not significantly different from each other (\( p = 0.42 \)). Therefore, levels of endogenous CORT induced by the exogenous CORT treatment were within a natural, physiological range. Further, the range of endogenous larval CORT produced over all treatments was similar to the range produced by larvae of another spadefoot toad species (Spea hammondii) in an independent study (Denver 1998), suggesting that no treatment used here induced pharmacological levels of CORT.

(b) Cryptic genetic variation: heritabilities and coefficients of genetic variation

Consistent with our expectations that a novel diet could expose cryptic genetic variation, shrimp-fed Sc. couchii tadpoles possessed greater broad-sense heritability in size, developmental stage and GL (but not jaw muscle width) as compared with detritus-fed tadpoles (table 1 and figure 3). Likewise, tadpoles exposed to CORT exhibited greater heritability in GL and developmental stage. However, the heritability of size was not significantly different between CORT-exposed and detritus-fed tadpoles, and tadpoles exposed to CORT in fact exhibited reduced heritability in jaw muscle width. The results
Table 1. Estimated family variance component ($V_{AF}$) and total estimated variance ($V_{Total}$) for fitness, morphological and hormonal parameters. The 95% confidence intervals for broad-sense heritabilities ($H^2$) and coefficients of variation ($CV_{AF}$) estimates of variation that are independent of sample means) were calculated using 500 bootstrapped replicates of the original data. If $H^2$ or $CV_{AF}$ confidence intervals of alternate diets or hormonal environments were not overlapping for a particular trait, the $H^2$ or $CV_{AF}$ of that trait was considered to be significantly diet- or hormone dependent (D is the native diet, detritus; DC is detritus plus exogenous corticosterone; S is the novel diet, shrimp). SVL, snout–vent length; GS, Gosner stage; GL, gut length; OH, orbitohyoideous muscle width; CORT, endogenous CORT (ng g$^{-1}$ body weight). All parameters except developmental stage were natural log transformed.

### Trait | Diet | $V_{AF}$ | $V_{Total}$ | $H^2$ | CI | $H^2$ diet dependent? | $CV_{AF}$ | CI | $CV_{AF}$ diet dependent?
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
CORT | D | 0.1215 | 0.2580 | 0.12 | $(-0.6020,0)$ | Y | 0 | $(-24.63,0)$ | Y
S | 0.1215 | 0.2580 | 0.94 | $(0.42,1.16)$ | 16.39 | $(8.38,20.24)$ | Y
SVL | D | 0.0005 | 0.0250 | 0.05 | $(-0.12,0.09)$ | Y | 2.73 | $(0.75,5.47)$ | Y
S | 0.0054 | 0.0216 | 0.5 | $(0.34,0.65)$ | 7.35 | $(6.11,8.60)$ | Y
GS | D | 0 | 1.8876 | 0 | $(-0.13,0)$ | Y | 0 | $(-0.89,0)$ | Y
S | 0.4856 | 2.8572 | 0.33 | $(0.20,0.49)$ | 2.22 | $(1.73,2.75)$ | Y
GL | D | 0.0028 | 0.0456 | 0.12 | $(-0.04,0.25)$ | Y | 6.70 | $(4.61,8.75)$ | Y
S | 0.0060 | 0.0431 | 0.28 | $(0.13,0.40)$ | 8.95 | $(6.46,11.38)$ | Y
OH | D | 0.0009 | 0.0094 | 0.19 | $(0.02,0.33)$ | N | 2.81 | $(1.52,4.45)$ | N
S | 0.0017 | 0.0179 | 0.19 | $(0.03,0.33)$ | 4.15 | $(2.50,6.26)$ | N

4. DISCUSSION

We investigated the proximate mechanisms that might have promoted the evolution of a novel resource-use phenotype. We specifically sought to determine whether cryptic genetic variation might have played a role in the evolutionary transition from omnivory to carnivory in spadefoot toad tadpoles. In order to do so, we evaluated whether a novel diet could reveal cryptic genetic variation in an ancestral population, and whether diet-induced hormones could mediate this expression. Although cryptic genetic variation may play a key role in the origins of novel phenotypes, few studies have attempted to measure such variation in a phylogenetic context (although see Etges 1993) or provide a mechanism for its exposure (although see Rutherford & Lindquist 1998; Queitsch et al. 2002; Suzuki & Nijhout 2006; Badayaev 2009).

Here, we assessed the effects of a novel diet and the hormone corticosterone (CORT) on the expression of cryptic genetic variation in fitness and morphological traits in *Sc. couchii* larvae. Previous research indicated that *Sc. couchii* is an appropriate model for the ancestral feeding condition of *Spea* (Ledón-Rettig et al. 2008), the genus that evolved carnivory. Furthermore, *Sc. couchii* tadpoles produce CORT in response to the derived diet (Ledón-Rettig et al. 2009). We found that shrimp, a novel diet for both *Sc. couchii* and ancestral *Spea*, revealed diet-dependent heritable variation in overall growth, developmental speed and GL (table 1 and figure 3b–d). We were able to recapitulate this effect on developmental speed and GL by exposing tadpoles to CORT (table 1 and figure 3b, i), suggesting a role for diet-induced hormones in the expression of cryptic genetic variation. Such variation can be immediately refined by natural selection to produce rapid phenotypic evolution in natural populations.

It may seem counterintuitive that the cryptic genetic variation in size and development revealed by shrimp might have lacked diet-dependent? CV-dependent? AF-dependent? CI-dependent? CV-dependent? AF-dependent? CI-dependent?
variation in trophic traits (e.g. if these traits were developmentally constrained or possessed strong cross-environment correlations; Falconer & Mackay 1996; Gomez-Mestre et al. 2008). However, if ancestral Spea possessed cryptic genetic variation in these traits when they encountered their novel resource, this would have made it more likely that adaptive genetic variation was present for consuming shrimp and thus more likely that the population would endure the dietary transition.

Although shrimp and exogenous CORT had similar effects on the heritability of GL in Sc. couchii larvae, they exerted remarkably different effects with respect to its direction of response. Shrimp-fed tadpoles produced relatively short guts (figures 2c and 3d), which is an adaptive morphology for a carnivorous diet (Hume 2005). By contrast, CORT-exposed tadpoles produced relatively long guts (figures 2c and 3i), despite the fact that shrimp-fed tadpoles from the same families experienced high levels of endogenous CORT and produced shorter guts. Yet, this finding does not militate against CORT having a role in the phenotypic effects generated by a novel diet. For instance, while CORT may amplify family differences in GL, the interaction between CORT and other aspects of the shrimp diet (e.g. chemical, physical or nutritional) may be necessary to produce the complete natural response (McGuigan & Sgro 2009).

Our relatively large estimates of shrimp- and CORT-dependent, broad-sense heritabilities in size, development...
and GL could be due to increased additive genetic variation, decreased environmental variation or increased maternal influence (Charmentier & Garant 2005). However, it is unlikely that increased heritability was caused by decreased environmental variation: our CVs, which are independent of environmental variation, were consistent with our estimates of heritability. It is also unlikely that our heritability estimates were inflated by differences in maternal condition: females used in this study were raised under similar laboratory conditions for 2–3 years, and maternal condition was not statistically correlated with any of the traits measured in this study (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). Thus, our estimates of heritability probably indicate, to a substantial degree, additive genetic variation.

In contrast to GL, the magnitude of genetic variation in jaw muscle width was not diet dependent (figure 3e and table 1). Moreover, exogenous CORT decreased the amount of expressed genetic variation in this trait (figure 3j and table 1). Thus, novel diets and CORT may have different effects on genetic variation in different traits. Although the heritability of jaw muscle width in *Sc. couchii* larvae was not diet dependent, it was not negligible either (in both shrimp- and detritus-fed tadpoles, heritability for this trait was significantly greater than zero). Genetic variation for consuming the native diet may persist in populations if there is some mechanism for maintaining phenotypic variation, but most probably reflects weak selection on jaw muscle width: i.e. having a particular jaw muscle size when consuming detritus does not confer a significant cost or benefit. Under such a scenario, variation has the opportunity to accumulate without being diminished by selection.

From the cryptic genetic variation revealed by their novel diet, ancestral populations of *Spea* might have rapidly evolved improved performance (more robust growth and faster development) and adaptive morphologies (shorter guts) when consuming shrimp. However, modern *Spea* larvae are facultative carnivores that perform well on, and express alternate resource-use phenotypes that are adaptive for either detritus or shrimp (Pennig & Murphy 2002). Can we infer from *Sc. couchii* whether this plasticity (i.e. the ability to produce environmentally induced morphologies) evolved from such cryptic genetic variation? Although the heritability of plasticity can be measured (Laurila et al. 2002; Relyea 2005; Gomez-Mestre et al. 2008; Talloen et al. 2009; electronic supplementary material, appendix S4), it is unclear whether selection acts on reaction norms per se. Indeed, empirical studies have found that plasticity may fail to respond to artificial selection in the presence of genetic variation for the reaction norm (van Klunen et al. 2002) and, conversely, evolve in spite of a strong genetic correlation between traits in alternate environments (Czesak et al. 2006). Some have argued that, as long as genetic variation exists for a trait in each environment, reaction norms will arise as an emergent property of selection favouring different trait optima in different environments (Via & Lande 1985; Via 1993). If true, cryptic genetic variation in gut morphology revealed by ancestral *Spea* tadpoles might have promoted the evolution of gut plasticity in descendant lineages.

In summary, we have found that a novel diet for anuran larvae can unlock cryptic genetic variation that can potentially fuel the evolution of a novel feeding strategy. Although a multigenerational study is not feasible in our system, a selection experiment would be the next critical step in validating the evolvability of traits that emerge from cryptic genetic variation. In situations where populations are faced with a rapid dietary transition (e.g. when confronting intense resource competition or depletion of their usual resource by an environmental disturbance), phenotypes exposed by the novel diet, itself, may be an important source of variation on which natural selection can act, enabling these populations to adapt more rapidly to their new resource. By evaluating the mechanisms underlying the expression of cryptic genetic variation, and the extent to which it facilitates evolution in natural populations, we can illuminate the origins of the complex phenotypes that accompany diverse feeding strategies. More generally, such studies can help explain the origins of novel traits, which is among the central challenges confronting evolutionary biologists.
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